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Slide n glide discs

I have a question about floppy disks. I don't own any, but they've been used in a few training sessions so far. It seems that one of their functions is to make a small impact of the transfer. I've just modified the moves with them, but that makes the move a big (er) impression in general (which isn't a big deal for me). For example, skiers went from sliding back and forth to jumping. The
plank mountaineers seem minimal, but I'm just doing them normally. My question is that in addition to transferring a little (er) effect, what other benefits are there for using slides and sliding boards? Do they make any more powerful or more difficult moves? For example, one had squat pushes with the help of plates - I only did normal squats. Would the move have been/felt different
or powerful with the plates? I don't have problems with big impact movements, so if that's the only reason for the plates (to make a little impact on movement), then I'm not worried about it, but if there's an added benefit - they make the movement more challenging or intense - then I might get some. Personally, I find some moves, for example mountaineers, much more challenging
to my core when I use records. I never found them to challenge the usual way, but they're really tough with records. Try using paper plates, frisbees or moving men's plates to get a feel for what it's like. Either way, you're going to get a good workout. I'm with Trixoo. The mountaineer of slipboards is a completely different animal. A cruel, horrible animal. I also find that they actually
allow you to distribute your weight differently to your work foot when you use them for lung or airplane transplants, or any move where your foot on a plate slides off and that forces you to put your weight on standing feet It works on both feet in a completely different way than a static movement. I used paper boards before I got my plate, so if you don't want to buy more equipment,
you can try them out and see what it's like. They do not last as long, but they last several exercises before they are beaten. I encourage you to try it because you might find that it's a really new and challenging way to work in your lower half (and I think they work your back for the same reason too... weight distribution is different). Only my two cents... Eva Alternate for disks When I
started STS, I had invested enough in the devices, so I was looking outside the box for an alternative to the discs. I found a plastic folder on my bookshelf/school supplies. I cut it in half and it works fine! I recommend this option. Records definitely intensity in certain exercises. I assure you, not just a minor blow! I think the core and legs need to work harder to stabilize, especially
the mountaineer (or worse, spider mountain climbers!). Consider the movement; you have to constantly pull out the plates and then back in, force the leg muscles to be recruited. Sliding back lungs w / plate completely accessible and thighs like no other. Another brutal but effective movement to the core is sliding planks that force you to pull your whole body up/down . You can't get
the same feeling without records. And if that's not enough to convince you, I lost inches in my thighs while doing the November 2011 low impact series cycle Happiness! Natasha, thank you! Wow! Thank you all for your answers! I'm going to buy paper plates now or maybe use frisbee to check it out myself. Then buy the records if I like it. I'm excited, now! Anything that improves
intensity and gets a better burn. I was so surprised by the intensity of low impact Cardio Supersets w/out discs! I didn't expect it to be as intense as it is. I have already ordered (and rcvd yesterday) Afterburn. Althletic training is next on my shopping list. Tried the plates We have those frisbee golf plates that are smaller and smoother than regular frisbees, so I think they work really
well as a substitute. I haven't used them in my Low Impact workouts yet, but I used them for record moves in Crossfire and Max. Let me know if I do anything wrong to some of them. The guy's push-ups, I'm sure it mattered. That movement was harder, more powerful and I felt it much more through my core and lower body. For mountaineers, I wouldn't say it was harder, but it was
different. Like the pushers, I felt it more in my core. The other two movements do not feel stronger or as if they were working on different muscles. They jumped with the jans and swimmers' lungs? I can't remember exactly what he called it. Regular jumpers seem more powerful to me than sliding and lungs - which felt much less powerful than what I usually replace - 180 jump
lungs. I couldn't tell if it worked with new muscles in new ways - it just didn't feel so hard or powerful. So that's how #1 experiment went. I've recently purchased several Low Impact exercises, and when I do them, I'm going to use the records to see how it feels. But I wanted to see if this was like everyone else? Do you feel like jumping guys and lungs are stronger with records? And
if so, what can I do wrong? The niceness of my seeable records is a little different. I don't do cardio on records except Slide n Glide simply bc I tend to shy away from Cathe's cardio workouts these days. However, if your shape is correct and you put body weight on the heel, you will feel the muscles act differently with all exercises, both cardio and force. Your stabilizer really starts.
I may not always feel it right away, but the next day I do. The disks have been an elevator saver. I have knee problems and using plates is the only way to make lungs anymore. It allows me to go through the movement without clicking and locking, which usually happens with traditional lungs. Why? I don't know. That's just the way it feels. also a nice way to work on the inside and
exteriors without grabbing plies or band/floor work. I have had serious knee and hip problems for years and gave up most of my lower body exercise except physiotherapy; it was too painful and caused a lot of swelling. But because of the records, I can do more than I could before and get more banging on my bucks just with the weight. It's about leg placement and weight
distribution when used. Thank you, that's a really good suggestion. Now that I think back, I don't think I had any weight on my heels, but on my attic. I'll focus on that next time! See how it works. I know if you jumped with the cannons like most people do in football, you don't get the benefits, like you would if you did them with your heel planted. It requires mental adjustment, which I
find most difficult. We are so used to putting our feet and keeping our weight in a certain way in certain exercises that it can be difficult to change our focus. Good time! I'm new to Cathe on Demand and I'm looking for challenging low-break exercises. I've been working on Ripped with HIIT all year. I found an interesting exercise involving using Slide N Glide discs, but I can't find
them for sale on Cathe's site or Amazon. Is a good substitute available if Cathe no longer offers these discs? Thank you! Janet Amazon's purple slipboards are good, although there are some cheaper ones. I don't know them. I have Cathen and also the purple ones used in Mindy's workouts. I hope you find something you like! I use oval furniture sliders. Mike Garten, step aside,
electric slide! Practicing on sliding boards ($15 for Power-Systems.com) can change the inner and outer skies – and lift the catch to boot. Do this routine 2-3 times a week, three times through the best result. Ad - Keep reading below #1: Push Over Works: Butt, ThighsStand left foot flat plate. To bend the right knee, slide the left foot to the left (as shown in the figure). Left foot
straight, reverse movement, pushing upwards from the right heel as you slide your left foot backwards to start one repetition. Perform 12 reps, and then repeat on the opposite side. Isn't the disk? This move (and two others) can be made with hand towels on hardwood floors. Move #2: Liquid Lunge Works: Glutes, Quads, HamstringsStand feet hip-wide apart, left foot hands on the
plate, hands on hips. Slide the left foot backwards and lower until the feet are bent at an angle of 90 degrees (as shown). Press onto the right foot and slide the left foot forward to return to the beginning. Make 12 reps; change the page and make another 12. You can stabilize yourself by standing with a chair on your side and resting your hands on your back for balance. Move #3:
Heel lifter works: Core, hips, buttocks, hamstrings lie face down, knees bent and under each heel (as shown). Squeeze the buttocks and lift the hips until the body forms a straight line from the knees to the shoulders. shoulders. dig your heels into plates and stretch out your feet in front of you. Pause; to return to the bridge over a single repetition. Do 12 reps. Make sure you attach
your abdominal muscles as a power source of movement and protect your back. This story originally appeared in the December 2015 issue of Good Housekeeping. This content is created and maintained by a third party and will be imported to this page so that users can provide their email address. You may be able to find more information about this and piano.io - Continue
reading below
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